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Editorial

Call it the mother of oil spills or the mother of environmental pollution, the recent offshore rig explosion and subsequent outpouring
of oil in the Gulf of Mexico, almost 21 million gallons so far, will not be forgotten very soon. Booms, dispersants, fires and domes
have all been pressed into action but the oil continues spreading. The remedial measures have instead invited the wrath of
environmentalists.
If anything, the spill is one more reason why the world must start looking beyond oil. The fact that the exact reason for the
explosion is still not known for sure shows how unsound our knowledge is. It also proves how technology can fail at some crucial
points when the parameters are not all known, as in this case.
Whether the toxic spill will become a conscious turning point as Al Gore hopes will have to be seen. Not only does this depend on
governments but on each of us and how we can make our lives less energy intensive.

K.Jayalakshmi

It is time we started
to ponder on how we
can achieve energy
independence in our
individual lives by
going local wherever
possible.

While our economy has become inextricably linked to energy, we need to exercise caution and not make it even more so. The
search for new clean sources is a good thing but will take time to deliver. If anything, the oil spill shows how important it is to ensure
environmental safeguards before venturing into the depths of oceans. As nations start tapping new regions like the Arctic for possible
oil, there is need to exercise extreme caution lest we trigger some new catastrophe in the form of releasing the trapped methane. Even
carbon capture and sequestration, which has been touted as the solution for using coal and not polluting the atmosphere, is not
without its pitfalls. The costs are prohibitively high and the space requirement large and new studies hint at a cancer link!
The Eyjafjallajoekull volcano has proved how nature can upset the economy without a warning. Losses in the first five days of
restricted air travel were estimated to be on the order of $1.2 billion. Businesses the world over were affected and this involved deals
in car parts and fish and flowers! It showed how vulnerable we have become as we become dependent on energy for all our needs.
True, human ingenuity will turn up some new solutions but dependence has never been the way to any sound civilization. It is time
we started to ponder on how we can achieve energy independence in our individual lives by going local wherever possible. Rebuilding
community networks and learning to share limited resources, turning from consumers into producers of food and water, harnessing
the body's energy where possible instead of pressing some switch, there are many ways in which we can make the change before
things force us to.

A Good Meter can help reduce electricity consumption in your home
By : Sunil Sood
Where there is no accounting there can be no saving. If you
don't know how much goes into which head how can you identify
areas where you can save? Most of us know how to account for
household expenses. We know how much is spent on milk,
vegetables, grocery etc. We can even give the rates of each item.
But when it comes to accounting of electricity consumption by
various appliances and gadgets in our home we most of the people
have absolutely no idea. In fact, this ignorance is the root cause
of wasteful use of electricity in our homes.

B. With Push Button
A push button is provided in the meter. Following readings
appear one after the other in that order):
1 All LCD segment check ( self-diagnostic check)
2. kWh Units consumed in last 6 days ( i.e. Day 1,Day2
Day3 …etc)
3. Meter serial Number

Sometimes erroneously, the rated wattage is taken while
calculating the electricity consumption. But in actual practice
the appliances may be consuming less at different load
conditions. It is also possible that some items like water pumps,
fans, coolers air-conditioners etc. might be operating at a higher
wattage than the rated one. Thus, the actual accounting becomes
very important. That is where the need for an accurate meter
arises.

4. Cumulative Energy Readings on last day of previous six
months ( i.e Month1 , Month2 ….etc)

Now learn the finer points about

Home Energy Management
From Comfort of your Home Through

Distance Training
Package
The Package Includes:
r CD containing complete
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about
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6. Instantaneous Voltage in Volts and Current in Amp

r Certificate of authorization to
conduct HEM Awareness/
Training Programmes after
successful completion of the
training.

It is possible to jump one cycle to next by pressing button
again within 10 seconds

r Life membership of HEM
Consultants Club (On-line)

How to measure the consumption?

The benefits:

The Fee Payable:

The actual consumption by various appliances under different
load conditions can be done with help of electronic meters
available in the market at a cost of about Rs.1200 -1500 only.
I have installed one meter of 'Elymer' make in line with the
main meter( See photograph).The specification of the meter
are as given below

Provision of any metering device goes long way to ensure
intelligent use of resources. It helps in making available some
information which can be utilised to understand pattern of
energy consumption by the appliances under actual working
conditions. This helps us in adjusting parameters in such a
way that we can achieve energy savings without sacrificing
performance, comfort and safety. We tend to be more
conscious once we come to know how we can help ourselves
and the society with the information available.

Specifications: As per IS : 13779 Class 1
Make: Elymer
Current Rating - 5-30 A ( suitable up to 7.5kW)
Voltage Rating - 240 V
Meter Constant : 3200 pulses per kWh
Display Parameters
A. The following readings are available in auto scroll mode
(These readings keep repeating in the following order)
1. Cumulative kWh and Instantaneous load in watts
2. Last Month Max. Demand kW MD with date and time
3. kWh units consumed yesterday
4. Projected Consumption in current month and indication with
H ( if it is going to be higher than previous month) or L (if
it is going to be lower than the previous month)

5. Max Demand kW MD for last six months ( date and time
of demand)

By installing an electronic meter, we can accurately measure
the consumption of appliances at different loads and speeds
which in turn helps us to use them appropriately and
intelligently. We can identify and measure the standing losses
of leaving TV, DVD and other electronic appliances in
standby mode. We can educate our family members so that
their understanding level also goes up and they all co-operate
to conserve electricity.
The daily record of units consumed helps us in keeping control
on the electricity bill. The meter also shows whether, the likely
consumption is going to be lower or higher than the previous
month. With this information we can plan 'Monthly Electricity
Budget' to keep the bill under control.

r One time fee of Rs.1,000/(Rupees One Thousand Only)
The Mode of Payment:
r Demand Draft payable at
Bangalore or any where
banking cheque of ICICI,
HDFC , SBI etc. in favour of "
Indian Association of Energy
Management Professionals"
payable at Bhopal.
Nomination Procedure
r Nominations giving Name,
Address, E-mail ID and Mobile
No along with fee may be sent
to:

Indian Association of Energy
Management Professionals
C-8,Chanakyapuri, Chunabhatti,
Kolar Road, Bhopal-462016
______________________________________________________________________
For any clarifications please contact
Mr K.D.Bairagi
Mobile no.: 09907270259
E-mail: iaemp@yahoo.com 1

Group discussion on conservation of paper
(Excerpts from iaemp yahoo group discussion forum)

Moderator
I request members to share the ideas for conservation of papers.As per my experience
in the offices, the paper use could be minimised to a great extent if proper guidelines
are issued by the management regarding which mail is to be printed and which mail
to be stored as soft copy etc. The first priority should be to minimise the exchange of
mails.Often, the copies are marked to each and every one who is remotely connected
with the subject matter. Like this, there are other issues related to record keeping for
which policy decisions must be taken. I request members to please share their
experiences on how best we can reduce the consumption of paper.
Pradip K Das
Idea should be to have a paper less office. Our company has given everybody a
blackberry. Even approval from higher authority we get in soft copy only. Blackberry
helps us to get that instantly. Management has to take initiative and strategy to reduce
paper work. Boss should correct the draft in mail only. Electronic sign can be done
where ever required.
Jayalakshmi
Good idea always to give the trees a breather! But in this rush to technologise our
lives, we need to remember that computers and mobiles too draw energy, plus their
manufacture means resources and energy expended. A balance ideally is best.
BS Vaidya
In Gujarat, mass movement is initiated for saving paper and note books used by the
students is made first target. My niece, for example used 18 numbers of 'fools' cap'
size (210 x 330 mm) note books.
margin of 25 to 38 mm is kept on the top and left hand side of each page, which
works out to about - (38 x 330) + (38 x 210) = 20,520 sq. mm or about 30 % of total
page area. In other words, if the margins are removed from both the sides, my niece
would have used only 13 - 14 note books, saving 5 note books and for a class of 40
students, savings would be 200 note books!!
Quality of the note book paper has to be good and not made from recycled paper but
made from bamboos.
Public awareness campaign is now started, as margins have hardly any utility and in
printed matters, such large margins are not kept. Savings in terms of rupees is huge
and is possible.
Give a try....
Bagmi Mustaphi
If we can also adopt some other good practices, then a lot of paper can be saved. Like:
s In all educational institute, student can use pencil to write down rough note,
rough calculation, thus the page can be used again
s Less important official work can be done in less quality paper i.e. thinner paper
Namdeo Rabade
We have to change the phrase that 'more the use of paper, more advanced you are'.
The use of paper in today's world will be wasteful expenditure and will be at the cost
of our environment hence we should encourage use of minimum paper. In Konkan
Railway most of the communications for day to day business are being done through
intranet and emails, SMS etc.
Arvind Rastogi
Have you ever wondered that the most prolific user of papers are perhaps the
Organisations that you / I work for directly / indirectly I will give you several reasons.....
s Despite some plants having introduced SAP/ERP, besides the computer entry
still insist on writing / printing every document in the several copies, most of the
government organisations.
s Every project tender invites bids in minimum 10 sets. Imagine large bids, each
running into 1000 ~ 10,000+ sheets being offered in 10 sets. Every subsequent
clarification needs to be again given in as many sets. And finally, by and large,
the tenders are scrapped, projects scrapped, retendered,,etc., etc.

Fish keeping hobby
might be costing you heavy!

Fish aquariums are found in many homes. While some
go for these as a hobby others do it with the belief that
fishes bring good luck! The HEM team after studying
the electricity and water consumption to maintain the
aquariums has concluded that the hobby might be
costing the owners as much as Rs. 2000/- to Rs. 5,000/
- per year for the electricity and water consumption
alone. The cost of fish feed is not included. The
aquariums are provided with an air pump and lighting
which consume electricity. The consumption may be
sufficient to light few dozen un-electrified rural homes
for 4-5 hours every night!

s

With every bid they invite several drawings, again in as many sets as the bid
documents... 10 minimum.

s

The successful bidder is supposed to give 10 sets of each drawing, and there may
be 2 to "n" no of revisions, before finally arriving at "As Built". Most of these
drawings land up on office tables as mats for people to have lunch upon them.
The entire contract document (500 sheets to 5000 sheets) is required to be printed
in minimum 25 sets.

s

Every project correspondence is to be marked to minimum 5 officials, as per
the communication protocol. And 90% of the correspondence still has to be in
hard copy.

s

In a small project of a value of Rs 1.5Cr, I have calculated almost 67,000+ sheets
in A4 size (including as-built drgs / docs), upto PAC stage; and by the time, I
finish with contract closure, this may cross 70,000 sheets.

s

Even the smallest of RC / Work orders involve needless amounts of written
confirmations / clarifications, etc., and all for the sole purpose to save the skin
should someday, some investigation may require it.There could be endless
examples of such extravaganza.

Suresh Sekhar
E-tendering is a good idea for paper conservation. But how many are interested.. In
fact there are some in Govt offices who are keen to conserve paper & hence green.
We are using the Envelopes received by us for forwarding the documents / information
to within the offices by opening & reversing, or by using a white single sided paper
piece for from to Address.
R P Rammohan
Recently a senior manager from a PSU had called me over phone and wanted me to
send a quotation by email to perform energy audit of their plant. He also required a
hard copy for the sake of signature. Is this really required even at the stage of submitting
a quotation? Can't simple alternatives be found to overcome this procedural problem
and to save paper used for the printing and for the envelope and for the stamps? I
think there is a great need to immediately subject all the PSUs to procedural audit
specifically to save paper and to drastically cut down on wasteful and environmentally
destructive practices and to brainwash all their CEOs and their backseat bureaucratic
drivers to facilitate them to become more environment friendly in their outlook.
Ravi
We bid for High Voltage Electrical equipments for Electricity Boards.
On an average we bid for around 35 tenders in an year. We have to furnish hard copies of
type test reports which is around 200 pages ( 200 x 35 = 7000 pages). We have 3 competitors
which means 7000 x 4 = 28000 pages. One could imagine that while for only one product
approx 28000 pages are being printed, what could be the volume of printing for thousands
of products being purchased by Electricity Boards. I guess in trillions.
While I tried to give the type test reports in CD, in one case my offer was rejected and
hence I do not take any chances now.
Unless this drive comes from the Govt ( GO to be issued) this wouldn't improve.
Moderator
Such an initiative was indeed taken by the Central Govt a few years ago to simplify
forms and procedures in all the government departments. But what was the outcome
is not known.
Most importantly, simplification of forms and procedures is not just a matter of paper
conservation but also helps greatly in reduction of time taken for processing and
reduced stress level.It helps in reduced thickness of files and resultant storage space
and so on. Why mostly A4 size paper is used while most of the correspondence can
be done on A5 size paper is another issue.
Presently, in the name of paper conservation most of us are contented with using the
other side for preparing note pads or taking prints.

This planet we call
home is like no other in
the galaxy. No other
body in orbit has the
cocoon of atmosphere
that sustains life;
nowhere else do waters
flow from summit to
sea, nourishing
civilizations along the
way. This unique,
beautiful and bountiful
world of ours has helped
mankind flourish across
time. It can certainly
provide for us far into
the future,
but…conditions apply.

*Conditions apply
*

What are those conditions which we need to meet and what we need to do to meet those
conditions? The good news is that all those conditions are very simple to follow and we
can meet them from the comfort of our home. For details, please join IAEMP's Home
Energy Management Programme. Contact: sunilsolar@yahoo.co.in Mobile:09386778963
(Courtesy: Sustainability Report 2009 of Larsen & Toubro)
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"Commercial Car Pool Service" Need of the hour
Not public transport but shared car pooling done
on a strictly commercial basis could be the answer to
avoid traffic jams and save our national energy bill.
Nobody needs to do rocket science to know that
in India it is the lack of effective mass transport
system that has given rise to millions of private
vehicles on the road. Energy consumed per passenger
kilometer by a car can be as high as six times that of
a bus. Poor road quality and poor maintenance of
roads in urban areas hinder the smooth movement of
traffic, leading to congestion, which also increases
energy consumption.
The rapid increase in fuel cost is increasing our
petroleum import bill. In such a scenario public
transport seems to be the answer but this is not very
cost effective for the nation. Instead, we should
attempt to utilise the personal vehicles to increase
the low occupancy rate and reduce energy intensity
in these vehicles. It is possible to create a system by
which personal cars could be put to better use with
the introduction of 'Commercial Car Pool Service'.
This may sound difficult or even impossible but
with the right kind of a system in place this can be
realized. In some cities, web sites have been created
by some volunteers to encourage Car Pooling. But
as per the reports these initiative have not been very
successful simply because these were not adopted in
a commercial manner where some sort of guaranteed
service and other benefits associated with commercial
operations could be made available. Voluntary
services of such nature can not sustain for long.
Further, the report revealed that 90% of the users of
such Pools did actually not own the Car and were
just taking Free ride. This defeats the very purpose
for which Car Pools are formed.
Almost all of us have tried car pooling with
colleagues. But such car pooling has its own wellknown limitations due to which it has not found
favour with most of us.
We often travel alone, which is not only expensive
but also unsafe. Many a times, we are travelling to
distant places all on our own. Ideally, we would have
preferred known company who could also share the
petrol expenses! Almost at the same time another
person is also travelling alone in the same direction.
But both are unaware about each other's programme.

Similarly, within the city we are all travelling
everyday in the same direction without a chance to
share our vehicles.
The lack of information forces us to use our own
vehicle which not only increases personal expenses
on petrol but also increases vehicular traffic on the
road leading to pollution and traffic jams and increase
in travel time.
How it can be done?
Thanks to IT revolution and mobile telephone
services, it is now possible to start a "Commercial
Car Pool service". It will operate like this: Initial
awareness will be created about the service and tariff
for the services will be fixed.
Those who are interested to avail the service - to
give and take lift - will be asked to submit their normal
travel routes and travel destinations. The members
shall give an undertaking that at least for 4 Days in
week they will take lift and 1 day they will give lift.
Other 2 days will be optional. The service provider
will thoroughly check the credentials of the members
before admitting them.
Pick-up points (like bus stops) will be identified.
With due approval from the authorities Kiosks will
be set up at various locations. The Srvice provider
will guarantee the lift within 5-10 minutes of reporting
to the Kiosk The Service provider will create an
Internet enabled infrastructure to exchange instant
information on who is looking for lift in a particular
direction and who is interested in giving lift. In
addition to the vehicles of the members, the service
provider would also maintain his own fleet of Cars
for emergencies to ensure guaranteed lift with-in 5 10 minutes
The most interesting spin-off is that people
initially unknown to each other will have a chance to
meet for personal and business alliances! It is needless
to mention here that only those commuters, who have
a vehicle and a mobile will be allowed to join
Other benefit to members includes reduced fuel
bill, reduced maintenance cost of the vehicle, reduced
stress, ready help in case of breakdown/flat tyre and
so on..
The biggest benefit is to the country with
reduction in fuel import bill, increased employment
potential and reduced road congestion and pollution.

Beware of Fake
Induction Cookers!

Due to scarcity of LPG, the pubic often looks for a more
convenient alternative for cooking needs and electric
cooking gadgets become handy for them. The choice of
electric cooking should be the last resort as it is the most
inefficient way of cooking food. Electric Cooking also poses
danger of shock and causes heavy load on the wiring
reducing their life and eventual burn out. In the long run,
electric cooking should never be encouraged.
However, often the electric cooking becomes a matter of
compulsion rather than choice. Taking advantage of the
situation several manufacturers have flooded the market
with the so-called Induction Cookers. These cooker are
supplied with special utensils; thus forcing the consumer to
part with extra cash.
Some of the sample of these Cookers were checked by the
HEM team and found that they are also provided with
resistance coil and are not performing well on the principle
of Induction Cooking. Finally, the consumer actually ends
up using the so-called Induction Cooker as an ordinary
electric hot plate.

Fashionable Topics of
the Intellectuals
By : Gopal
Fashionable topics the all-knowing intellectuals discuss ...over
whiskey and rum and kababs... air conditioned five-star
ambiance... and Abh to raat aur baaki hain.....
1. Sustainable development
2. Global warming

3. Poverty eradication

4. Price rise
5. Environmental degradation
6. Save the forests

7. Climate change

8. Energy crisis

9. Renewable energy

10. Education for all

11. Save the tiger

12. Water issues
Collective decision taken.
Soon 12 committees will be formed, all the members will be in
all the committees.
Fact-finding committees will visit Shanghai, Bangkok, Phuket,
Honolulu, Bali, Los Angeles, New York and Florida. You know
what some of these places are famous for. If their sons or
daughters are studying in Timbaktoo, or if they have their girlfriends there they would visit that place as well.
Young graduates will be hired at meagre salaries to do `indepth' study on these subjects. They will be given 24 hour access
to internet so that they can create `well-researched' reports using
the time-tested process known as `copy-paste'.
Best photographers will be commissioned to take `tell-all'
pictures of impoverished children suffering from malnutrition,
students studying under kerosene lamps, women baking roties
on a smoke-emitting chulha to romanticise poverty.
Top printing house will be contracted to print glossy reports.
Reports will be discussed by `civil society' in seminars at all
those places where IPL matches are held. Venue: the best fivestar hotels of the city. Seminars will helpfully conclude by 4
pm so that they can meet Lalit Modi before watching the
matches....Media - both TV and print - will be in attendance to
lap every single sound byte of the experts who are about to
create a `new India'
God, please come down to India soon..
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LCG Energy Consultants Private Limited- An Introduction
LCG Energy Consultants Private Limited, newly
formed company, is promoted by a
multidisciplinary group of highly experienced
energy experts, engineering professionals and
entrepreneurs with the noble intentions to make
our planet cleaner and greener. The promoters
believe that it is possible to do so by creating a
culture of being Lean (consuming modestly), Clean
(being efficient in use of energy and resources) and
Green (using renewable energy). That is how the
name of the company was decided with the first
three letters of the name i.e. L, C and G standing
for being Lean, Clean and Green respectively.

LCG Network
Rarest of the rare companies are able to commence operations
in several locations simultaneously from the first day itself. With
due pride and humility, we have been able to achieve
multi•location operations with dedicated teams at all places since
the day of inception. LCG is offering the services in the states of
Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Chattisgarh, Karnataka, Kerala,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, NCR Delhi, Tamil Nadu, West
Bangal and Uttar Pradesh.

MISSION
Provide total cost effective solutions by optimum
usage of energy and resources through the adoption
of energy and resources conservation techniques,
efficient technologies, best engineering practices,
and renewable energy sources to Domestic,
Commercial and Industrial Consumers.

VISION
To be recognized as a leading company in the world
for exemplary contributions towards equitable and
sustainable development

VALUES
Lead By Example
Adopt and demonstrate before offering to others
Integrity

Highest ethical standards to oneself and others
which are reflected in honest actions and openness
Trust

Shared belief and dependence on each other to
achieve the common goal
Commitment

The passion which ignites persistent accountable
action and self•]discipline
Positive intent

Assuming an optimistic stand at the face of all
adversities & distress

Interested? Please visit http://sites.google.com/site/lcgenergyconsultantspvtltd or write us at lcgenergy@yahoo.in
Registered & Corporate Office: C-8, Chanakyapuri, Chunabhatti, Kolar Road, Bhopal- 462016 Tel. : 0755-4265451 M.: 099072-70259
New Delhi Office: singh.bhupal@gmail.com 098185-27944, Mumbai Office: ggdin2003@yahoo.com
098920-71444, Kerala Office: pajohny@gmail.com 099950-25298
Kolkata Office: dlamba@yahoo.com 09748865894, Raipur Office: akvhome@gmail.com 090009-347799,
Bangalore Office: r.kamdin@gmail.com 098451-08251
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